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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following are characteristics of a reserved instance?
A. It can be migrated across Availability Zones
B. It is specific to an insurance Type
C. It can be used to lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of a system
D. It can be applied to instances launched by Auto Scaling
E. It is specific to an Amazon Machine Image(AMI)
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Operations and Maintenance staff should not be part of the Agile team.
A. True
B. False
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option B
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
As your infrastructure grows, common patterns can emerge in which you declare the same
components in each of your templates. You can separate out these common components and
create dedicated templates for them.
That way, you can mix and match different templates but use nested stacks to create a single,
unified stack.
Nested stacks are stacks that create other stacks. To create nested stacks, use the AWS:: Cloud
Form ation::Stackresource in your template to reference other templates.
For more information on best practices for Cloudformation please refer to the below link:
* http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCIoudFormation/latest/UserGuide/best-practices.html
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